We Will Rock You

Music: Queen          choreo: Sarah Dwight-Gilroy (2014)
Level: Beginner       email: loudfeetdancer@gmail.com
Sequence: AB AB ABC   youtube: loudfeetdancer
Rock--82 BPM

Hold 8

Intro (8)
(8)       4 Rock Yous    (p) St-St Clap

A (16 counts)
(4)       2 Pushoff      DS-RS-RS-RS (move left)
(4)       Triple         DS-DS-DS-RS (turn 1/2 R)

B (16 counts)
(4)       2 Slug Basic   DS-Slur Chug-DS-RS
(4)       2 Rock Yous    (p) St-St Clap

Repeat A (16 counts): Pushoff, Triple, Pushoff, Triple
Repeat B (16 counts): Slug Basic, 2 Rock Yous, Slug Basic, 2 Rock Yous
Repeat A (16 counts): Pushoff, Triple, Pushoff, Triple
Repeat B (32 counts): Slug Basic, 2 Rock Yous, Slug Basic, 2 Rock Yous,
                      Slug Basic, 2 Rock Yous, Slug Basic, 2 Rock Yous

C (36 counts)
(4)       4 Slur Vine     DS-Slur St-DS-RS (move left)
(4)       Hillbilly       DS-Tch Sl-Tch Sl-Tch Sl (turn 1/4 L)
(4)       Triple Chug     DS-DS-DS-Chug